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 "Subject Rights Request" DataSheet

Rights Requests with DocAuthority
Reduce the cost & overhead of Subject 

information governance and tooling.
to mitigate these costs is a sensible part of any overall investment in 
to an appreciable cost to the business. Putting in place mechanisms 
request (SRR) is £48001? It doesn't take many SRRs for this to add up 
Did you know the average cost to the business of a subject rights 

 
  

 
1 https://guardum.com/news-articles/guardum-dpo-survey-results/

An increasing regulatory workload

quick and easy

  
Pre-index all your data so discovery is 

reporting and collation tools
Powerful and intuitive search, 

documents and emails relevant to a subject rights request.
DocAuthority will quickly and easily identify and retrieve all 

 

 

 
  

cost and risk of non-compliance.
Data Protection Agencies. DocAuthority mitigates the 
focus of regulatory enforcement by European Union 
Insufficient fulfilment of data subject rights is a clear 

businesses receive.
Covid-19 can create spikes in the volume of SRRs which 
and process their data. Along with this, events such as 
have the rights to make requests of those who store 
regulation, you can be confident that individuals will
rapidly. Whether it's GDPR, POPIA, CCPA or any other 
data covered under modern privacy laws is growing 
The proportion of the world's population which has it's 

can perform the work
Non-expert employees in your business 

has been used.
costs of SRRs. A reduction in the cost of an SRR of 25% 
to a business using DocAuthority to help mitigate the 
results referenced above. They track the potential savings 
The model below uses figures from the DPO survey 

easy job.
or containing their personal data, it's a very quick and 
the files and documents corresponding to an individual 
files and documents so that when you need to find all 
evaluations. DocAuthority will ingest and index all your 
server in a couple of hours for small deployments or 
The DocAuthority platform can be deployed on a single 

The difficult made easy



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Us 

Organizations protect the sensitive  
documents they are aware of, but 
out-of-sight documents are left untprotected. 

info@docauthority.com www.docauthority.comData Discovery, Governance & Compliance

DocAuthority solves this by automatically discovering 
and accurately identifying unprotected sensitive documents, 
thus enabling a broad yet business friendly security policy.

Key Benefits & Value

hassle demo.
your objectives more quickly, then get in touch for a no 
reducing cost and risk while at the same time achieving 
migration to Office365? If you want to find out about 
easy. Data classification, privacy, divestments? Or a 
ensure that finding what you're looking for is quick and 
drain on valuable business resources, DocAuthority can 
Subject Rights Requests (SRRs) are starting to be a costly 
increasing storage costs, then DocAuthority can help. If 
overall information risk or perhaps reducing your rapidly 
case for any investment. If you want to look at managing 
the more benefits you realise and the stronger will be the 
You can do a lot with DocAuthority and the more you do, 

Do more with DocAuthority

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 
 

DataSheet"Subject Rights Request"  

requests?
Why should you focus on subject rights 

 
 

technical steps to meet its compliance requirements?
Has your business taken adequate organisational and 

measures to meet the requirements of accountability.
put in place suitable technical and organisational 
must be able to demonstrate your compliance and have 
requires that not only must you comply with GDPR, you 
Furthermore, the accountability principle of GDPR

experience higher than expected volumes of requests.
an appropriate time-frame particularly if you are 
increasing costs but also growing issues in responding in
become problematic. You may face both rapidly
data indexing tool by the time volumes of requests
days, there simply may not be the time to implement an
Because of the requirement to respond to SRRs within 30 

www.docauthority.com

To find out more, please visit our website.

trying to achieve.
and write you an assessment report based on what you’re 
before you buy engagements. We’ll scan 500K of your files 
tion governance journey? DocAuthority run end-to-end try 
Not quite sure how to take the first steps in your informa- 

Try before you buy

business productivity benefit calculator at docauthority.com
model the potential benefits to your business by using the 
have a business productivity asset working for you. You can 
the one document you're looking for amongst millions, you 
be found? Once you have a tool which enables you to find 
Is valuable time spent to reproduce a document that can't 
trying to find the right information? Do they always find it?
Do colleagues in your business spend a lot of time simply

Business Benefits
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